Position-reading and the emergence of sense organ precursors in Drosophila.
Genetic analysis of development in Drosophila melanogaster has advanced our understanding of "position reading", where the expression of particular genes informs a cell of its position in the developing animal. The first step in localization of fly sense organs is the local expression of a gene conferring neural competence on epidermal cells. The four genes of the achaete-scute (AS-C) complex play crucial roles in the localization of sense organs. The resolution of local expression of AS-C genes along one dimension is about 10%; accuracy is improved by the balancing local expression of AS-C antagonist genes such as extramacrochaete. Position reading seems to depend primarily on such patterns of gene expression, and not upon the compartmental identity of the cells. No evidence has been found for differing roles of the four AS-C genes in the generation of sense organ progenitor cells or in the specification of neuronal properties of innervating neurons. The formation of each sense organ may be a unique case where the different proneural and neurogenic gene products have varying importance, and fortuitous local effects acting on this complex combination of factors have come to be important. The fly may be evolving from a flexible regular pattern to an inflexible irregular pattern strongly dependent on local factors, turning the fly into a crystallized system. (Written by R. Wayne Davies.).